
  

 

  

 

 

 

      

 

 

 

 

 

  

  

Maths and Cognition 

Number 

This term we will be working on 1:1 

correspondence matching forks to plates and 

socks to shoes. We will be matching numbers of 

objects to numerals as well as using our fingers 

to indicate numbers.  

SSM 

We will be having fun stacking and completing 

trial other trial and improvement activities. We 

will be exploring different shapes and their 

properties. We will be having fun in the sand and 

water emptying and filling containers. 

Using and Applying 

We will be applying our maths knowledge by 

counting legs on the pets that we make and 

features on a face. In music we will be counting 

sounds. We will also explore different 

construction materials making towers and homes 

for the pets we have made. 

 

English and Communication 

 

Book for the half term: 

Only one me - Linda Kranz 

Phonics 

We will be listening to sounds that we can make 

with our voice and body. We will also link this 

with communication and copying / imitating 

different sounds and actions. 

Reading 

As well as working on matching picture cues in 

books we will be looking at reading books from 

Oxford Owl which you can access from home. 

Writing 

We will be using the different sensory materials 

to copy shapes and patterns.  We will have a go 

at forming letter shapes as during our phonics 

sessions.  

Message from Class Teacher 

This term as part of our topic ‘All about Me’ we 

will be looking at ourselves and families. If you 

have any photographs you can send us on 

Seesaw that would be great so that we can make 

little books with the pupils.  

Eagle class will work on our language skills; 

making choices and requests as well as 

answering questions about what we can see. 

In Life Skills sessions we will be concentrating on 

mixing and the different tools we can use 

including an electric whisk which will be fun! 

Contributions of £1 towards cooking / baking 

sessions will be gratefully received. 

P.E. sessions are Thursdays. 

Feel free to call if you have any questions. 

Thank you! 

Friendships, Relationships and Community  

This term we will be looking at ourselves, 

families and our friends. We will be using 

photographs to work on recognising our friends 

and family as well as ourselves. 

Creative and Enrichment 

In Art we are going to be mark making with paint; 

we will be experimenting making marks using 

different body parts. In music we will be making 

music using different instruments including 

technology and the big screen which will be very 

exciting. 

Good Health 

In P.E. we will be looking at a range of different 

types of music and seeing how we can respond 

to it. We will be joining in with action songs 

moving our bodies in different ways.  

Outdoor Learning 

We will use the outdoor spaces for finding 

natural resources. We will match, sort and 

categorise what we find and then use them for 

features of a face and to make pets. 

 

TERM: Autumn 1 

Topic:  All About Me 

Home Learning 

During our ‘All about me’ topic we will be looking 

at features of a face and naming different body 

parts. At home if you could name body parts as 

they get dressed and play games with them that 

point out the eyes, nose mouth. There are songs 

on YouTube too like the one below: 

https://www.bing.com/videos/search?q=senses+s

ong+for+kids&docid=608045014805843758&mid=

D5A73841A979676F4EDDD5A73841A979676F4

EDD&view=detail&FORM=VIRE&adlt=strict  

https://www.bing.com/videos/search?q=senses+song+for+kids&docid=608045014805843758&mid=D5A73841A979676F4EDDD5A73841A979676F4EDD&view=detail&FORM=VIRE&adlt=strict
https://www.bing.com/videos/search?q=senses+song+for+kids&docid=608045014805843758&mid=D5A73841A979676F4EDDD5A73841A979676F4EDD&view=detail&FORM=VIRE&adlt=strict
https://www.bing.com/videos/search?q=senses+song+for+kids&docid=608045014805843758&mid=D5A73841A979676F4EDDD5A73841A979676F4EDD&view=detail&FORM=VIRE&adlt=strict
https://www.bing.com/videos/search?q=senses+song+for+kids&docid=608045014805843758&mid=D5A73841A979676F4EDDD5A73841A979676F4EDD&view=detail&FORM=VIRE&adlt=strict

